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Nutmeg Maple Cookies (adapted from Gourmet via Smitten Kitchen) 
 
Yield depends on size of cutters used; I made at least 100 1-inch cookies (which took forever) 
 
I can’t find Grade B maple syrup where I live, but I do have maple sugar in the pantry, so I substituted 2 
tablespoons of that for an equal amount of granulated sugar. The original recipe suggests adding a few 
drops of maple extract, if you’re more likely to have that around than maple sugar. I also considered 
starting with a couple extra tablespoons of Grade A maple syrup and simmering it down to ½ cup; if 
you do this, be sure to let it cool to room temperature before adding it to the dough. 
 
I substituted some brown sugar for white sugar and added vanilla to the original recipe, because I 
thought both would help bring out the maple flavor. 
 
I know it’s annoying to chill the dough and then have to wait for it to soften up again after chilling, but 
it’s so soft at room temperature that there’s no way you’d be able to transfer the cut shapes to a 
baking sheet. You could, however, roll it out immediately after mixing (you’d need a pretty big area) 
and refrigerate it until it hardens enough to cut and transfer, which would only take 15 minutes or so. I 
often do this with the scraps. 
 
I tried baking the cookies for 8 minutes and for 10 minutes. The cookies baked for 8 minutes were just 
a bit chewy. The cookies baked for 10 minutes were crunchy, which isn’t usually my preference but 
was nice here. If you want your cookies softer, increase the brown sugar to ½ cup and decrease the 
granulated sugar to ½ cup and bake for 8-10 minutes, until the tops looks dry but the edges aren’t 
browned. 
 
3 cups (14.4 ounces) all-purpose flour 
½ teaspoon freshly grated nutmeg or ¼ teaspoon ground nutmeg  
2 sticks (16 tablespoons) unsalted butter, at room temperature 
1 teaspoon table salt 
¾ cup (5.25 ounces) granulated sugar 
¼ cup (1.75 ounces) light brown sugar 
1 large egg yolk 
½ cup Grade B maple syrup  
½ teaspoon vanilla extract 
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1. In a small bowl, combine the flour and nutmeg. Place the butter in the bowl of a stand mixer fitted 
with the paddle attachment (or a large mixing bowl if you’re using a hand-held mixer) and beat on 
medium-low speed until it’s smooth. Add the salt and both sugars and continue beating on medium-
low until the mixture is light and fluffy, about 2 minutes, scraping the sides of the bowl as needed. Add 
the egg yolk and mix until fully incorporated, then, with the mixer running, gradually add the maple 
syrup and vanilla extract. Reduce the mixer speed to low and gradually add the flour mixture, mixing 
just until evenly combined. Wrap the dough in plastic wrap and chill for 2 hours or up to two days.  
 
2. Adjust a rack to the middle position and heat the oven to 350 degrees. Line two baking sheets with 
parchment paper or silicone mats.  
 
3. If chilled for longer than 2 hours, let the dough sit at room temperature until it’s just soft enough to 
roll out. On a lightly floured surface, roll the dough to a thickness of ⅛-inch. Use floured cookie cutters 
to cut shapes; transfer the shapes to the prepared pans. Re-roll and cut shapes from the scraps, using 
as little flour as possible. 
 
4. Bake the cookies until the just golden around the edges, 10 to 12 minutes. Let the cookies cool on 
the pan for about 2 minutes, then transfer to a wire rack cool completely. 


